
Lone Star Family Farms
Nestled into the Texas panhandle, Lone Star Family Farms was 
brought to life in 2009 by five dedicated family members. Driven by 
passion and hard work, the team manages a broad array of crops 
spread over 55,000 acres. 

Lone Star's assorted grain production is fully irrigated, which helps 
their crops grow in particularly dry conditions. They are devoted to 
profitable, efficient production of high-yield crops by utilizing time-
saving technology. This profit-minded foresight made them a great 
fit for cost-saving farm management software.

At a glance

Challenges
Grain Tracking Field Visibility Communication to Field Workers

Lone Star’s primary challenge was tracking grain from the field to its point of delivery, whether that be 
an elevator, customer, on-farm storage, or other location. General Manager, Justin Crownover, knew 
several farmers in the Family Farms Group who were using Conservis to track their grain. Lone Star 
wanted another inspection point, to ensure no blind spots existed in their operation. 

“That's the reason we adopted Conservis initially, because the system gave us another check within 
that information flow,” said Operations Manager, Curtis Neely. Lone Star’s growth mindset and 
mission for efficient production created a desire for one accurate, organized dataset to drive their 
bottom line. Equipment Manager, Scott Burdge, stated that Conservis work orders save him 
considerable time by communicating field activities to field workers. “It's helped us go from the old 
way, which was papers and more time-consuming work for me and my supervisors,” Scott said.
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Headquarters: Sunray, TX

Crops Grown: Corn, Blue Corn, 
Canola, Wheat, Seed Sorghum, 

Cotton, Triticale, Rye, Barley

50
regular employees

55,200
acres planted across two states

2013
year they started using Conservis



Results

Lone Star’s acreage has roughly quadrupled since they began. Overseeing 55,200 acres with a growing 
team consisting of 30 seasonal employees leaves ample room for error. Luckily today, using Work 
Orders, the ability to quickly communicate changes to field workers on the fly is a big asset. 

Curtis uses the Clipboard app to track field progress. When workers pull up their tickets, they show the 
precise applications that occurred, which automatically transfers to the office and inventory is adjusted in 
real time. “Making sure our inventories are right and the applications went to the right fields and 
we know what happened, is huge.” 

“I'm able to track in real time, from when the worker goes from the field to the co-op,” said Michael. 
Remote access is another win for Michael. “I could be vacationing, and somebody asks me a question. I 
can go to my phone and pull up information right there, it's real time.”
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Record Keeping & Reports

Recovered Grain Loads

Real-Time Field Visibility

Before Conservis, Scott recalls having loose pieces of paper that would make their way to him, before 
finally getting to the back office. He believes the electronic way of today is more accurate because it 
delivers data reliably. 

Michael uses reports to recap crops, acres, FSA data, counties and yields. He can quickly generate and 
sort the info he needs, making reporting to the team easy. In 2017, Lone Star experienced fumonisin 
problems and insurance indemnity became involved. “They allowed us to use our Conservis 
information to help expedite the insurance claim,” Justin stated. Having immediate access to hard 
data and quickly generated reports makes everyones’ lives easier.
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Justin initially chose to implement Conservis only on wheat and canola, of which they harvest around 
100-150 loads per season. Ensuring no load was lost or misplaced was more of a problem than Lone Star
ever dreamt possible. “The canola is a high value crop and we lost a load and caught that, so it was
worth probably $20,000,” stated Justin. “Then we had two loads of wheat that we'd lost out of
100-150 and Conservis more than paid for itself.”

Justin knew that if they were losing that kind of money on wheat and canola, there was the potential for 
even greater loss in corn. Lone Star quickly implemented Conservis on all remaining crops. “Over the 
last six years that we've used Conservis on the harvest side, it's probably saved us 30 loads of corn 
that went to the co-op that they didn't have any record of,” said Inventory Control Specialist, Michael 
Kitchen. “We've had a couple loads that disappeared. We were able to approach that truck driver and 
find out that he didn't deliver it where he said he delivered it. So yeah, it's very instrumental.” 

“As tight as margins are, there's no room for error,” Justin said. “You really want to be successful, and I 
think Conservis allows us to be successful at any size.”




